
HEL’S NATURAL TREASURES

Walking quest
walking

Place for drawing the treasure.

Where is it? 
The town of Hel is located at the end of the Hel Peninsula.

Driving directions
Voivodeship road No. 216.

Start of the quest
Dom Morświna, 4 Portowa Street, Hel.

Type of the quest
Natural, walking quest.

You will need: 
A pen.

Time to complete the quest
50 minutes.

How to find the treasure
The game is about reading the tips included in the text of the quest. 
Your mission is to collect hidden numbers and do the tasks on your 
way. When you solve all of the puzzles, you will find the treasure at 
the end of the route.

Quest supervisor
The Fisheries Museum (Muzeum Rybołóstwa) in Hel,
tel. +48 58 675 05 5.

If you noticed any changes on the route of the quest 
or a lack of treasure, please report it to the quest 
supervisor. Contact us at kontakt@questing.pl

More quests can be found in the largest quest database

www.Questing.pl

"Europejski Fundusz Rolny na rzecz Rozwoju Obszarów Wiejskich:
Europa Inwestująca w obszary wiejskie".

by the beauty and charm of the stony coast
‘cause our riddles are not over yet
and about Hel Peninsula and the bay of Puck this must be said
that they are a haven for many water birds
who have here perfect conditions, so I’ve heard:
many routes for wandering, as well as feeding grounds,
a haven for rest and for wintering – all they need for life.
The most popular here are 
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and rarer birds, like razorbills, goosanders, murres and red-
breasted mergansers
who all can live in this region happily ever after.
The sea is on your right, and you go straight on an unpaved road
until you reach the path with railings marked out.
Stop here for a moment, focus on the quest
so that the letters are all in right place.
Continue straight forward, avoid benches with small stones
but remember to stay focused; your task is almost done.
It will become clear that the treasure’s all yours
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in a place provided, so that all you explored
and the wonders of nature that you could discover
got you to the end of this quest and now it’s over.
So happy that we went on this journey together
I hope that you’ll want to go on yet another
to discover our coast’s cultural value
in another quest that we’ve got waiting for you!



HEL’S NATURAL TREASURES
Hello quest hunter, ready for adventure?
You’ll find it exploring this region’s nature.
What we have for you is a nature quest,
where puzzles and riddles will put you to test.
The letters from passwords will give you a hint
to where is the treasure, so go use your wit.
To begin your quest now, before sets the sun,
explore my city and don’t forget to have fun.
Now from the beginning, I live in a city
in Pomeranian voivodeship and in Puck district,
situated on a spit that was created 
by the sand from the bottom of the Baltic sea.
We’re talking about Hel, which for many years
has always intrigued curious travellers.
Inaccessible as it was, which now history is,
for many it had been a true mystery.
Today the problem with access is long gone,
so let’s start the adventure right now, come on!
Can you see this red building with a wooden beam?
Here a typical example of timber framing style can be seen.
Approach and look closer whose name is there
I bet it’s a sea mammal: a porpoise; that’s a   _ _ _ _
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that swims in the waters of the Baltic sea
and other coastal waters to the north from it.
Since you have guessed, continue on the road towards the sea;
there, an animal created by an artist will be.
The planet Earth is getting hotter and hotter
so for ecological reasons it was made of   _ _ _ _ _ _
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Jump on the pier and admire nature’s work of art
and the board will tell you you’re in a PARK  _
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Beautiful views can deceive and distract,
so don’t get carried away and quickly react;
to reach the quest treasure continue on your tract.
Take a closer look and somewhere you’ll see
inscriptions on the boards that tell about the beauty
of the one whose color will charm you real soon - 
the one and only magnificent  WYDMA  _ _
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 _ _ _   - white dune.

Formed as a result of the accumulation of sea sand
that is in turn built of the purest quartz,
where any trace of caries is incredibly scarce
and all this made it so impeccably white.
Dunes, as a protected natural zone,
are home for many plants, some unusual in their form.
One of them is a beautiful sea holly,
resistant to drought and wind in its blue glory.
Its rootstocks reach 4 meters deep in the ground
to reach for the water it needs for life.
Its leaves are stiff, waxy and really hard

to prevent water loss and help it grow wild.
Another color the dunes can take,
due to humic substances, is the shade of grey.
A small amount of organic debris in sand 
changes the color and takes away their shiny white.
Covered with dense, dry grasslands and moors,
they have a well-developed layer of lichens and moss.
Focus on the beach since there aren’t many trees:
there are two types of coasts in Poland, you see.
in Poland we have both sandy and stony beaches.
The sand on the beach is mainly fine grains of quartz
and the darker spots tell us that there was
some addition of heavier minerals, like magnetite and rutile.
However, sand beach cannot beat stone beach’s style!
Since it embraces the material that comes with the sea
it tends to get uniquely colored and shines beautifully.
Currents and waves take what rivers bring
or cover the cliff edges susceptible to weathering
to throw them on the beach in a stormy outline
so that it once has a stony and once a sandy design.
When coming down the stairs look behind you;
the red board will tell you what you maybe knew:
that you discovered the unique wonders of this land
which is a protected area known as  _
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Continue straight until you see a signpost; it isn’t huge!
It’s time for the right side to carefully choose.
Look around carefully and it would be best
if you had a   _

19/29/30
_ _ _ _ _
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Rescued seals are set free from here, 
and a good place to solve some new riddles it will be!
And so for the puzzles to be solved with ease
the rebus says that the seal on the shore is expecting  _
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And here on the board for you the word that’s frivolous - 
in Latin grey seal is called  _
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The female of this species on the back is dark grey,
on the belly brighter but with the male they are a matched pair.
This one, though almost completely dark, almost black,
covered in some bright but sparse dots on its back.
In spring it’s brown and reddish, like a panther,
so don’t try to guess the seal’s sex at this time of year.
They all look very much alike then;
together in the sea they have fun and play games.
Time to go, with head held high, starting real soon,
to the statue of the mighty and powerful god – _
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Fisheries Museum is right behind;

save the visit for later and now spend some time
to find out that at the church from the 15th century
the congregation of the Evangelical commune used to be.
It is the most recognizable building in Hel. 
Today, you’ll find many regional souvenirs there
presenting the history and development of boat fishing
and traditional as well as Kashubian boat building.
Go to the crossroads, feel the sea breeze run in your veins
and pass on your left the big   _ _
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Continue for a little while and take the first right
for some more riddles and a harbor in sight.
So go ahead, have water on your right side
and look for inscriptions on the old buildings, have them in mind.
The big one will give you a lesson worth learning
that  "_ _ R _ _     Ż _ _ _
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the sea gives people food and is their earning.
So now it’s time for a story about fish;
I can tell you a lot about them if you wish.
There are months when we catch fish yummy and fat 
but at breeding time their taste can be flat
and conservation periods for specific species
make it impossible to legally buy some fishes,
because only some fishing boats
can catch them in accordance with the law.
Location and richness of fisheries are very important, 
so the herds are called ‘eastern’ and ‘western’; bear that in mind!
In winter the fish eat a lot and are well;
they develop fat tissue that’s good for our health.
Fish gain unique taste when they are well fattened;
you should try our cod (Gadeus morhua in Latin),
for whom fat herrings and sprats are delicious meal;
fried with garlic it tastes better than eel.
Equally good are flatfish, scarp and plaice 
but also herring and sprat have a divine taste
When it comes to fish here we should point it out
that also delicious are salmon and trout
You can always buy fresh fish in my town,
just go to the port and there hunt down
the fishermen, at sea from 10 to 2, 
who come back with their nets full.
Buy straight from the boat and soon you will be
happy eating what’s best in our Baltic sea.
A picture of a fisherman should catch your eye
that’s together with a certain date inextricably tied  _
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Then, you will reach the end of the road
but go further to the street lamp and do what you’re told.
When you’re there, go right and when you pass the lantern
now the other one that’s close to the wall is what matters
Go between them, but don’t get distracted and lost


